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PREDICTING & PREPARING FOR MARKET SELL-OFFS 

 
After reaching record highs on September 2nd, U.S. equity markets have declined causing 
investors to ask the following questions: 
            Why did the market pull back and what were the signs? 
            What protective steps could/should I have taken? 
            Is this the start of a bigger downward trend? 
 
            (Returns from Sept. 2 – Sept. 18, 2020) 

Dow Jones S&P 500 NASDAQ Small Caps 
-4.50% -6.96% -10.56% -4.08% 

 
SELL-OFF THEORIES 

Sell-off was inevitable given the speed and level of recovery since the March 23rd lows  
Technology companies that led the rebound have become overvalued 
Congress has been unable to agree on a follow-on stimulus package 
Commission free trading platforms (Robinhood, etc.), have brought a new generation of 
investors into the market, which pushed up values for favored stocks such as Apple, 
Tesla, Netflix, etc. 
The technical fallout of a NASDAQ whale (Softbank) which purchased too many short-
term call options 
The froth from the last legs of a run-up in Apple and Tesla shares after the announcement 
of stock splits  
Election uncertainty, civil unrest, discord with China, COVID-19 re-emergence 
The market simply got ahead of the economics and ignored the lasting damage caused by 
COVID-19 

 
 
OFT-CITED PREDICTORS 
 

Logic  
Markets do not go straight up and it makes sense to take money off the table after 
the markets reach a new high 

 
 
 



 
Debt Markets  
 

Total Global debt at $100.13 trillion is reported to be 3X the size of outstanding 
equities.  Debt participants are often considered ‘The Smart Money’ in Global 
Finance and considered to be a leading indicator for Equity Market Events. 
 
That said, high-yield spreads have continued their downward trend––traditionally, 
a positive sign (source: FRED).   

 

 
 
 
Economy 

Retail Sales are already back above pre-COVID levels while Industrial Production 
continues its slow recovery (source: Bloomberg)  
 

 
 



 
Geopolitical Tension 
 

With a general election in November, increased equity market volatility is all but 
certain. However, history has proven that this is more short-term noise than 
anything else.  
 

PROTECTIVE STRATEGIES 
 
STRATEGY COSTS TIMING RISKS 
Sell to Cash Taxes – Gains Triggered Opportunity Cost 
Short Sale a Market Index Interest Expense Wrong Directional Bet 
Short Sale Individual Stocks Interest Expense Wrong Directional Bet 
Exchange Traded Short Funds Interest Expense Wrong Directional Bet 
Market Puts Put Premium  Expensive in Periods of Volatility 
Individual Stock Puts Put Premium  Expensive in Periods of Volatility 

 
 
OUR VIEWS  
 
Each strategy involves market timing. 
 
Most agree, at an intellectual level, that consistently timing the market correctly is impossible 
despite being pulled to do so at an emotional level. 
 
For example, after the March sell-off, few investors expected the NASDAQ to rebound > 60% in 
5 months.  Additionally, early on, most market commentators and large brokerage firms 
suggested that we were experiencing a dead-cat-bounce and due for a re-test of the prior lows.   
 
 
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY 
 
Dispense with the above protective strategies given the high costs and associated risks. 
 
Concentrate on owning high-quality, strong balance sheet companies.  
 
While even the best companies go down during a sell-off it is the aftermath that is most 
important.  It is the resiliency of good companies to bounce back in the ensuing recovery that 
separates them.  As such, the strategy of owning great companies may not shield an investor 
from a sell-off, but the good companies will bounce back stronger and faster.  
 
The Stanley-Laman Group, Ltd. philosophy is grounded in the view that superior returns and risk 
management can be achieved through stock selection.  Our Portfolio offerings include U.S. 
Equity, Fixed Income and Emerging Market Growth strategies traded on over 40 local exchanges 
including China and India. 
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Disclosure: The preceding represents the opinions of The Stanley-Laman Group, Ltd., a Registered Investment Advisor, and are 
not intended to be investment recommendations. All strategies outlined and the views expressed offer risk of loss of principal 
and are not suitable for all investors. Investors are advised to consult with qualified investment professionals relative to their 
individual circumstance and objectives. Emerging Market strategies suitable for High Net Worth investors and available through 
Offering Memorandum. 
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